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21, /PRNewswire/ -- The "Australia Chocolate Market By Product Type (Milk Chocolate, Dark Chocolate Moreover,
increasing focus of chocolate manufacturers on offering innovative products; for instance, Ltd. Aldi Stores Supermarkets
Pty Ltd; Darrell Lea Confectionery Co. Executive Summary.

Craft chocolate happens to fulfill many of these requirements by default. The opportunities are truly endless.
On one side, the company becomes aware of its advantages and disadvantages compared to the competition.
The sugarised nature of the product will continue to deter consumers, particularly parents, from purchasing.
Samples Overview Why buy this report? Further, as confectionery manufacturers face external competition
from producers of muesli and snack bars who have wholeheartedly embraced the new labelling format ,
IBISWorld believes there is opportunity for producers to highlight the benefits and comparability of their
products. Consequently, this has not only given scope for leading brand owners to innovate but it has also
created an opening for smaller, specialist players like Hey Tiger and Pana Chocolate to enter the industry. The
barriers to entry to become a craft chocolate maker are extremely low. Declining price of cocoa bean is
anticipated to have a favorable impact on the market growth and the manufactures profit margin. Improved
efficiency is expected to be one of the main contributors to the faster growth in IVA. Typically, teenagers are
the largest consumers of confectionery products as people tend to develop a preference for savoury food with
age. What does the future hold for ethically sourced products? Craft chocolate matches popular trends by
default. Consumers are religiously checking ingredients list, looking for traceable supply chains and rewarding
transparency in a brand. Later, in John Cadbury created similar product as of Fry. To date, larger
establishments have been successful in implementing requirements such as those under the Food Standards
Code and food safety programs. Craft chocolate makers lack marketing skills. This trend in growing and
reached up to 30 million euro value in Western Europe. Files are delivered directly into your account within a
few minutes of purchase. While many companies must adapt their products to these popular trends, craft
chocolate is already set for success. Jacobs Suchard for example has tabled the possibility of local plant. This
has had a direct impact on elementary confectionery production, as much of this shift has represented value
adding initiatives. How are manufacturers addressing consumer concerns over health and obesity? With
economic recovery far from guaranteed, are consumers cutting back on impulse and indulgence food items
like confectionery? Since its voluntary administration in , the iconic Australian confectionery manufacturer
has regained a strong position in both chocolate and liquorice categories. Organically sweet IBISWorld
expects greater development in the area of organic foods that also include chocolate and confectionery. Why
buy this report? With the low profit margins typical of this industry, it can be daunting to continue an
unprofitable activity. In an era where competition is fierce in every field, companies are promoting themselves
restlessly and accurately both offline and online. Although, prices are forecast to remain firm due to continued
strong global demand for dairy products, high costs of milk production with forecast continued high feed and
oil prices, and low world dairy product stock levels. Inform your marketing, brand, strategy and market
development, sales and supply functions. Origin of the word chocolate remains uncertain. External Link:
Chocolate being made The factory makes 35, tonnes of chocolate a year, mainly bars and eggs. Obesity
epidemic putting sugar tax on the agenda Soaring obesity rates â€” and the resulting hit on health budgets
globally â€” have seen other countries weigh in with taxes on sugary drinks and foods high in saturated fat.
Consumer group Choice is calling for a radical overhaul of health star ratings on food, which favour some
products high in sugar. Then Henry Nestle and Daniel Peter created milk chocolate that was more palatable
than previous ones. However, the success of organic confectionery in the Australian market will depend on the
availability of organically produced inputs such as milk powder and butter. Iceland considered a 20 per cent
sugar tax this year, but ultimately dropped the idea.


